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Chapter 191: Ruined ancient temple 

Primitive Secret Realm, Ninth Time and Space, Wuchen Continent. 

Wang Yi's residence. 

A spaceship landed on this star land. 

"His Royal Highness Wang Yi, only one-third of the precious nutrient solution stored in this nutrition 

cabin is needed to upgrade from the first stage to the ninth stage of the universe." The staff of the 

virtual universe company responsible for the delivery is very respectful. 

"Yeah." Wang Yi glanced at the lavender liquid in the nutrition cabin and nodded slightly. 

This precious nutrient solution is enough to enable him to complete the transformation from the first to 

the ninth cosmic level in his physical fitness (including mental power) in just four months. 

And during this time, it happens to be ready for the next training task. 

In the next period of time, Wang Yi soaked in the nutrition capsule to improve his physical fitness and 

mental power, while learning and practicing in the virtual universe, and he ordered a large amount of it 

for the evolution of the world within the Yan Xing behemoth or the practice of "Yan Xing Bian" The huge 

amount of rare materials from the secret method are constantly being delivered, including high-end 

detection instruments and other items, which makes the palace where Wang Yi is often caught in the 

hustle and bustle. The vicinity of the palace seems to have become a huge construction site, filled with 

hills everywhere. Goods. 

"There is another cargo coming." 

"You lift this box and put it in that area." 

"A few people over there, tidy up." 

"How many things did your Highness buy?" 

The members of the **** secretly smacked their tongues. 

If these guards knew that Wang Yi had spent hundreds of millions of yuan in units this time to purchase 

these resources and materials that were invisible at a glance, they would not know what they would 

think. 

And Wang Yi will come out to receive it after a while, and then lie down in the nutrition cabin again. 

Time world. 

In the vast expanse of the earth, the roots are so thick that thousands of miles of vines undulate on the 

ground like a python, their roots plunge deep into the ground, and the branches and leaves are densely 

packed, forming an incomparably vast forest area. 

This is the 360 master vine, the world master ninth-order Moyun vine that has achieved perfect 

evolution. 
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In this form, even ordinary immortal gods are very difficult to kill. 

In another wilderness, countless ferocious tiger beetle warriors are arranged in a neat square array. 

Under the control of the mother emperor of the Zerg race, the number can be called a sea of insects and 

insects, covering the sky and sun, facing a dark red behemoth. Stop launching the offensive, every time 

millions of world master-level pinnacle Zerg warriors join forces to attack, forming a beam of light that 

penetrates the heavens and the earth, destroying sexual energy and forming an incomparable blow. The 

beast was flashing in the air like a fighter jet, while avoiding the combined attack of the Zerg army, while 

swinging the six sharp and scary claws nearly a hundred kilometers long, it was extremely sturdy and 

fiercely grabbing the beam of light that was blasted by the Zerg warriors. . 

"Roar~~" 

The sky is full of thunder and rumbling, and the cracks in the dark space are formed and disappeared 

under the terrible energy torn, endless energy shock waves surge in all directions like a tide, just like the 

end of the world. 

In a distant highland, a huge stone monument of 100 meters high stands here. The clone of the Void 

Zerg race with silver white body, silver hair and silver eyes stands here, watching the mysterious artistic 

conception of the "Universal Chaos Monument" and combining them. The secret method of "Universal 

Evolution" is used, and at the same time, he uses his talent to perceive the fluctuation of the law of 

space. 

Even if he stood there, there was an unfathomable feeling of blending into the void. 

Wang Yi can now form four trump cards of combat power: Moyunteng, Zerg Brood, Yanxing Giant Beast 

clone, and Void Zerg clone. 

The strongest is undoubtedly the clone of the Void Zerg, the ninth world master class! 840 times the 

genetic level of the first calamity of successful cultivation! Coupled with that terrifying space talent and 

talented secrets that are good at stealth assassinations, as well as today's deep understanding of the 

laws and levels of secrets, even ordinary immortal gods are not his opponents! 

It is estimated that the strength has reached the threshold of immortality. 

The second is the brood of the Zerg at the pinnacle of the Lords, and the army of millions of Zerg soldiers 

at the pinnacle of the Lords will fight together! Even the immortal kings who can't teleport have to hide, 

don't dare to head-on head-on! This is the real deterrence of the Zerg Brood! 

The Yanxing Giant Beast clone is a bit worse, although it is also the pinnacle of the world leader, with a 

genetic level of only 30 times, it also has a talented secret method! It is very difficult for ordinary 

immortal gods to defeat. Coupled with the fact that Wang Yi has invested hundreds of millions of Yuan 

Yuan's resources in training regardless of the cost, when the Yanxing Giant Beast really grows up, he can 

also have the battle power of the immortal **** level! 

The worst is the "Moyun Teng", but it is also the perfectly evolved "Super Moyun Teng" with 360 main 

vines. The ninth-level master can simultaneously deal with 360 ordinary human ninth-level master 

martial artists. , Plus "Mo Yun Teng" itself huge body shape, tough defense, amazing vitality and many 

other characteristics... even if the immortal **** wants to kill it, it is very difficult. 



With so many terrifying hole cards, coupled with the more heaven-defying "world of time", in the eyes 

of outsiders, the desperate level training mission was a confident adventure for Wang Yi. 

time flies. 

In a blink of an eye, it was three months later. 

Inside a quiet secret room in Wang Yi's territory. 

"Snapped!" 

The door of the nutrition cabin with the appearance of cyan granite suddenly opened, and a young man 

with black hair, imperceptible, and full of strength and perfect body like cast of steel, sat up. 

"It has been three months, and my physical fitness and mental power have reached the ninth cosmic 

level." The black-haired boy sensed his physical condition and smiled with satisfaction. 

"Well, the preparations are almost done. Next, it's time to do the training task." Wang Yi had a glimmer 

of expectation in his eyes. 

He had been looking forward to the great opportunities behind those secret worlds for a long time. 

Virtual universe, Yuxiang Mountain, Manor No. 114, Primitive District. 

In the study. 

Holding the mouse, Wang Yi clicked to open the "Backstage Management" file, and clicked "Cultivation" 

among the three options of "Life", "Learning" and "Practice". 

Wang Yi directly opened the "dangerous mission". 

Dangerous grade is the second most dangerous among the five grades, and the mortality rate is as high 

as 50%. 

Those who take on the training mission are all the best geniuses selected by the universe of human 

beings in the 1008 universe. Each will buy some treasure cards, etc. Many people dare not choose such a 

high level for the first time. Generally, they only start after they have high enough experience. Try to 

choose the dangerous level! 

But even so, the mortality rate is still as high as 50%, and the degree of danger can be imagined. 

Wang Yi continued to tap with a calm expression and chose to accept the "Dangerous Level" practice 

task. 

"drop!" 

A red font warning appeared on the screen. 

"Warning! Warning! Your Highness Wang Yi is the first to take up the training mission. According to the 

probability calculated by many examples in the history of my Virtual Universe Company, the first training 

mission is connected to the "Dangerous Level", and the mortality rate is as high as 78.2%. Please be 

cautious. Choose, if you continue to choose, please click OK, otherwise, the training mission will be 

cancelled." 



When Wang Yi raised his eyebrows, he received the dangerous level for the first training task, and the 

death rate was as high as 78.2%? 

But that is only for ordinary people. 

For Wang Yi, who has two big clones, and a large number of hole cards such as the perfect world 

master-level pinnacle Moyunteng and the Zerg Brood Legion, it is nothing. 

It's like a mouse is dangerous for an ant, but for humans, it can be killed at will. 

The danger is also relative. 

Without hesitation, Wang Yi directly clicked OK to accept this dangerous mission. 

A brand new page immediately appeared on the screen, with some detailed introductions— 

The following is a list of crisis-level tasks: 

1. Viska Star (in the original secret territory of the Virtual Universe Company) 

2. Hall of Seven Flames (in the world of the Virtual Universe Company) 

3. Ruins of the ancient temple (in the original secret territory of the Virtual Universe Company) 

… 

6. Green Devils World (Domestic Secrets of the Virtual Universe Company) 

… 

9. Longtaxing (the territory of the Taichu Secret of the Virtual Universe Company) 

… 

18. Jiuxinghai (the secret territory of the giant axe in the battlefield of the giant axe) 

… 

29. Prison Battlefield (Glory Secret Territory of the Universe Mercenary Alliance) 

… 

36. Xueluo World (Virtual Universe Company Taichu Secret Territory) 

… 

186. Yan Bing Continent (The Secret Domain of the Black Hole of the Bank of the Universe Galaxy 

"There are a total of 186 dangerous-level missions that can be accepted. There are 6 of them in the 

Primitive Secret Realm." Wang Yi's eyes were deep and bright. 

First of all, it is best to choose the mission in the original secret realm, otherwise, it will take a long time 

for other universe secret realms to travel through spaceships alone. 

"The first task is to choose this ruined ancient temple." Wang Yi made a decision. 



Chapter 192: Broken Star Field 

The places where all the training missions go are in secret realms. These secret realms are the secret 

realms that the five giants of humans in the universe have mastered and transformed. The 186 special 

areas in these secret realms are where the training tasks are located. 

In the vast and mysterious universe, it might give birth to a continent suspended in the sky, or it might 

give birth to a special planet, and so on. 

The Secret Realm of the Universe is as small as a galaxy, the size of the Milky Way galaxy. 

It's as big as a star area, the size of the Qianwu universe! 

Like the "Ruined Ancient Temple" secret realm that Wang Yi will go to for this dangerous mission, it is an 

area the size of a galaxy, but the main activity center is about hundreds of billions of kilometers in size, 

which can be said to be incredible. 

The secret environment of the "Ruins of the Ancient Temple" is special, naturally giving birth to many 

weird races, and powerful existences are born in many races. These existences cannot leave the secret 

realm for various reasons, but for the universe-level geniuses who go on missions, they are all Risk 

factors that cannot be ignored. 

The mission introduction also repeatedly emphasized the reminder that once discovered by these secret 

realm beings who are at least the world master level, they will almost certainly die. 

And there are many taboos in the ruins of the ancient temple, such as technological items, special 

weapon armor with obvious external style, appearance, language, etc.... Geniuses who need to perform 

tasks should pay attention. 

After reading these detailed introductions, Wang Yi set out to prepare for the task. 

... 

World training missions in the ruins of the ancient temple: 

1. Obtain an ancient **** order (manufactured by the world's specialty materials of the ruined ancient 

temple, nowhere else in the universe), and successfully earn 20,000 points. 

2. Obtain the "Baptism" of "Ancient Source Liquid" in "Ancient God's Eye" once, and successfully earn 

120,000 points. 

(Reminder, 99.8% of the world missions in the ruins of the ancient temple are completed the first 

mission.) 

As long as one of the two tasks is completed, it means that the cultivation task has been successfully 

completed. 

"drop." 

"Please confirm to accept the world training mission of the ruined ancient temple." 

"Received successfully." 
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"Please fill in the departure time, and the Virtual Universe Company will arrange a spacecraft to take 

you to the world of ruined ancient temples." 

Wang Yi began to make various preparations for entering the ruined ancient temple, which is located in 

a broken star field. 

In that world, most of the planets were destroyed in a great war in ancient times, and then most of the 

debris fragments re-formed various celestial bodies or land in the void. 

The secret world of the ruins of the ancient temple has not developed technology, and is still in a 

primitive state as a whole, and many races even exist in the form of tribes. 

But their overall evolutionary level is very high, and there may even be immortal gods. 

Because there are so many races in that world, there are races that are close to human appearances, so 

Wang Yi only needs to pretend to be more. 

However, it is impossible to openly use these technology products of the spacecraft, otherwise the local 

indigenous people will recognize you as an outsider at once, and it will be easy to be attacked by groups. 

Including the lingua franca of the secret world of the "Ruined Ancient Temple", Wang Yi's brain 

computing speed is now comparable to that of an intelligent optical brain. It took two days to learn and 

master it. 

everything's ready. 

The third day after receiving the task. 

In the ancient and vast primitive secret realm, mist filled the entire void. On the Wuchen Continent, the 

palace complex was undulating, with no end in sight. 

In one of the palaces, Wang Yi is wearing a dark red shirt, black boots, and two dark red sabers on his 

back. Standing on the grass, the mysterious world of the Ruins of Ancient Temple has many races, so the 

weapons and armors are also weird. The outside world is similar, but Wang Yi doesn't need to change it 

specially. 

Soon after, a black flying saucer-shaped spacecraft bearing the logo of the Virtual Universe Company 

quickly flew over, stopped above the palace group, and slowly descended on Wang Yi's territory. 

"His Royal Highness, you must be careful when you go to perform the training mission this time." Jakesi 

took all the guards and stood at the back, and said with concern. 

"I understand, rest assured, wait for me to come back soon." Wang Yi smiled, and his figure flashed into 

the sky as a stream of light. 

"Send your Royal Highness!" Thousands of guards and tens of thousands of servants said respectfully at 

the same time, while in the distance, Wang Yi had entered the spacecraft sent by the Virtual Universe 

Company, and soon the spacecraft left and disappeared. 

... 

In the dark universe, a flying saucer-shaped spaceship is advancing rapidly. 



"His Royal Highness Wang Yi, we are heading to the world of ruined ancient temples. The speed of the 

spacecraft has reached 45 times the speed of light, and it is estimated to arrive in 13 hours." 

A handsome, black-haired man with a jeweled hair band on his head smiled at Wang Yi. 

"In 13 hours, I will inform His Royal Highness that His Royal Highness can rest first." 

Wang Yi nodded gently: "Thank you." He sat on the sofa in the luxurious reception room specially 

prepared for him by the staff and waited quietly. 

This time, the virtual universe company was responsible for transporting him to the world of ruined 

ancient temples. It was an F-class spacecraft, and Wang Yi also had this type of spacecraft. The teacher 

asked him to send him a ship when he left Chaos City. It is said that the performance is good. Virtual 

Universe's spacecraft is also top in its class, but Wang Yi has not tried to fly with it. 

"Well... this time I went to the ruined ancient temple, it is probably difficult to use it, after all, it is too 

eye-catching." Wang Yi was a little regretful while drinking the fine wine. 

... 

Soon 13 hours passed. 

"His Royal Highness, immediately go through the universe and return to the original universe." 

"The location is virtual." 

The scenery around Wang Yi changed suddenly, showing the void of the outside world. 

It can be seen that the starry sky outside is filled with mist and all kinds of void dust fragments are 

floating. In the distance, there is a majestic and tall palace. This palace is quietly suspended in the void, 

as if it existed here in ancient times. . 

"That palace is where the super powerhouses of the Virtual Universe Company are located." Wang Yi 

had already learned about the secret mission in advance, so he knew what was going on when he looked 

at the Void Palace. 

And on the opposite side of the palace, there is a dark starfield there is no star, and there is the ruined 

ancient temple. 

The powerhouse of the ruined ancient temple world had a war with the super powerhouse of the virtual 

universe company in the ancient times. The endless starry sky was completely destroyed, leaving only 

endless ruins and fragments...Later, the virtual universe company used space secrets to twist Blocking 

this star field, the forces of the ruined ancient temple are blocked in it and cannot come out. 

However, because of the relevant spatial coordinate guidance, people outside can come and go at will, 

but when they come out, they will definitely be watched by the strong human race in the void palace. If 

you find that it is not your own person, but the natives of the world in the ruins of the ancient temple, 

you will be killed. 



Standing in the void, Wang Yi waved his hand, and a huge triangular silver-white spaceship suddenly 

appeared next to him. This exquisite and dreamy spaceship was a gift given to him by the teacher 

"Venerable Pangbo" when he left Chaos City. 

Wang Yihu flew into the cabin door, came to the central control room, and intelligently ordered the 

spacecraft: "The spacecraft starts the camouflage simulation and simulates it as ordinary meteorite 

fragments." 

Immediately, the spacecraft disguised as an inconspicuous gray meteorite fragment in the starry sky 

flew towards the pitch black star field at an astonishing speed. 

Chapter 193: Tanagus Tribe 

The ruins of the ancient temple is a star field about hundreds of light-years in size. It is incredible to the 

people of this world, but the periphery is a void, there are only a few meteorites, and stellar land 

fragments, only hundreds of billions of kilometers in the center. There are a large number of indigenous 

survival activities in the local world in the surrounding area. 

And those void areas are also desolate "wild areas" for the natives, and few people pass by. 

Wang Yi’s spacecraft flew in this starry sky at a speed close to the speed of light for more than 20 days 

before reaching the edge of the mission target area. 

"Huh? A continent appeared ahead." Wang Yi, who was connecting to the virtual universe, immediately 

noticed it and quickly issued an order. "Fly over." 

"Yes, Master." The spaceship intelligence immediately obeyed Wang Yi's order, and the spaceship 

disguised as a fragment of a void meteorite turned into a streamer and flew quickly to the land 

suspended in the void. 

At the same time, Wang Yi also started to detect with the high-end detection instrument specially 

purchased by the Virtual Universe Company. 

"This continent is about 66.57 million kilometers long, 42.51 million kilometers wide, and the maximum 

thickness at the bottom is 7.837 million kilometers." Wang Yi received the data message, "The entire 

continent has hundreds of millions of lives above the constant star rating, cosmic level. , The domain 

master level, the world master level have...Fortunately, there is no immortal god." 

The detection instrument that Wang Yi spent 3.92 million points specially redeemed in the treasure 

house of the Virtual Universe Company is very advanced. Even if the immortal gods are not proficient in 

disguising and hiding, they will not be able to escape the scanning detection of the detection 

instrument. 

In addition to this land, there are more land scattered in the void in the distance, and between the vast 

gaps of the land, there are huge luminous bodies like large fireballs surrounding them in a fixed 

trajectory. Rotate them. 

The spacecraft disguised as meteorite fragments flew towards the huge land, and there was a thick layer 

of lavender clouds lingering on the surface of the land. 

And the location where the spacecraft fell was far away from the realm masters that were detected. 
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Layer by layer, in the thick clouds, the meteorite disappeared when it flew here, and Wang Yi's figure 

appeared. 

He felt the environment here, "Well... the gravitational force is great, but the cosmic class should be 

able to get rid of the gravitational force here, and flying, but the speed will definitely be greatly 

affected." There is nothing to Wang Yi, even for humans. The body can easily offset this degree of 

gravitation. 

The mysterious energy of the secret realm in the primitive created a special environment here, and the 

life bred was innately stronger than ordinary human beings. 

"The body of the earthlings is still a bit unsafe here, so let's change to a clone of the Void Zerg." Wang 

Yi's thoughts moved, and his figure became blurred for a moment, he swiped! The silver-white Wang Yi 

appeared, and the aura on his body suddenly changed, all of which converged. 

The strength reaches the domain level (domain master level), the core of the body is the life core 

(singularity), and the breath can completely converge into it. The outside world can't detect it at all...It's 

like some instruments can test the strength, at most it can accurately test the apprentice level-the 

universe level. As for the strength of the domain master, the realm master cannot be accurately 

detected. 

And like the Void Zerg, it is born with a talent for stealth assassination, which can be integrated into the 

Void special life race that is hard to find even the immortal gods, and it is also a master of disguise. 

Wang Yi glanced down at himself and smiled slightly. Then, his body seemed to be colored, and the color 

spread from his body. In the blink of an eye, he became the same outfit as Wang Yi just now, and even 

the sword was the same. rut. 

Although the Void Zerg clone does not have the same secrets of copying talent as the clones of the 

Demon Killer, its ability to transform at will and the secrets of the "mimicry" talent are also very 

abnormal. 

Now Wang Yi has changed into a person casually, even if the immortal gods personally check it out, he 

can't see it. 

Even the mental power, the original force, and the natal jewel can be completely simulated. If the soul 

of the other party is swallowed, the memory can also be forged. 

The new Wang Yi glanced around, "Next, I will visit this continent." 

But before that. 

"Sign in." 

no respond. 

"Tsk." 

... 



A meteor suddenly appeared in the clouds above the magnificent and desolate mountain range, and it 

fell straight into the forest of the mountain range at an alarming speed. 

"Huh!" The light dissipated, and a black-haired young man wearing a dark red shirt and two sabers on 

his back appeared. Standing on the thick branch of an ancient tree towering into the clouds, he looked 

at the nearby scenery and saw him. They are all dense and lush forests. 

"Huh?" Suddenly Wang Yi's heart moved and he looked in one direction. 

There faintly heard a huge roar of beasts and a fierce movement. 

There are detection instruments that constantly monitor the area of one billion kilometers, and such a 

huge detection range has enveloped the entire continent including the surrounding starry sky. 

Wang Yi is not worried at all that he will suddenly encounter a strong person who cannot be defeated. 

Unless the strong person completely restrains his aura, has good hiding ability, or hides in props similar 

to the world of one side, he will inevitably be killed by the king as long as he approaches. Yi detection 

instrument found. 

Wang Yi feels that this detection instrument is like being opened in such a primitive area, but he 

originally did not intend to follow the same path as the original protagonist. Since the conditions are 

available, of course, all good things should be matched as much as possible. How can it be possible to 

wait until it goes to the outer battlefield. Reuse. 

Of course, in some of the more mysterious and special secrets, the detection equipment may also fail. 

Just like the avatar of the Void Zerg race at the 840 times life gene level of the world master level, in 

such a dangerous level mission, as long as it does not deliberately die, it can completely walk sideways. 

Unless you encounter a terrifying powerhouse of the immortal level of the king and some desperate 

situations, there is no danger at all. 

Under the investigation of Wang Yi's detection equipment, hundreds of breaths of life appeared there, 

all of them with constant stars. 

Wang Yi's figure was blurred and disappeared from the same place. 

Appeared on a thick tree with three people in the forest tens of kilometers away, looking down at the 

distant group of tall and burly men who looked like savages, working together to besiege a huge python. 

Compared with the people on earth, these savages are three or four meters tall, their muscles are as 

strong as cast steel, and they are also wearing beast fur or scales. Only a few wear metal armor, and 

most of them have The weapon was more like a sharp stone tool, and the wild roar made Wang Yi doubt 

that he had returned to the primitive age of the earth. 

However, the power they showed was very powerful. Every time the weapon was cleaved, the air burst, 

the strength was vertical and horizontal, the ground shook, and the trees broke and fell in pieces during 

the battle. 

And the green scaly boa constrictor that was besieged by them was more than 30 meters long. The thick 

and long body twisted and smashed wildly. Every time the tail struck, it brought out an afterimage, as 



fast as lightning, from time to time. There was a savage brawny who was taken 

out~www.mtlnovel.com~ with blood spurting out, and soon afterwards he scolded and got up again. 

Although he was injured, he showed tenacious vitality. 

This group of savage tribe-like strong men cooperated very skillfully and tacitly, tightly surrounding the 

python to prevent it from escaping, various weapons attacked it frantically, the scales cracked, and the 

flesh and blood flew across it. 

The pain made the python hiss ceaselessly, and the struggle got worse. 

The situation in front of me completely illustrates the truth that ants tend to bite to death. 

After a long stalemate, in a burst of deafening cheers, the body of the green boa constrictor fell down, 

convulsing and slowly stopped moving. 

"Tanagus!" 

"Tanagus!" 

... 

When Wang Yi listened to the savage tribe men shouting a name neatly and enthusiastically, he couldn't 

help but think of some introductions from the Virtual Universe Company about the mission. 

Or is this the name of their tribe? 

Chapter 194: Star Adventurer 

Wang Yi looked at the aboriginals in the distance who happily resisted the python and prepared to 

leave, thought for a while, and walked out directly. 

"Huh? Who?" Wang Yi's appearance was immediately discovered by the mainland natives, and they 

became vigilant. 

Wang Yi's face was very flat, and his voice was full of strong confidence, "Don't do it, I am a traveler 

passing by here, and I have no intention of being an enemy of you." 

Among the headed sturdy men in metal armor, one of them, a burly man with white hair and a scar on 

his face, glanced at the approaching Wang Yi, and stopped on his shirt and double knives behind him. 

After a moment, a hint of surprise flashed across his eyes. 

He raised his hand, and the tribal warriors who had been tumbling immediately calmed down. 

The burly white-haired man showed a smile on his face and put his hands on his chest, "My next man is 

the captain of the third hunting team of the Tanagos tribe, Kamu. It's polite here. I don't know where 

the husband comes from?" 

On the surface calmly, in fact, this brawny man was very nervous, because he suddenly discovered that 

he could not see through the black-haired boy in a beautiful shirt...This meant that the opponent either 

knew how to hide his breath or was extremely powerful! At least far better than myself! Kamu is already 

the top silver warrior in the tribe... Only the golden warriors are stronger than him. Every golden warrior 

is considered a top master in the small Longbow continent (the name of this continent). 
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The only ones who are stronger than them are the kings (domain masters) who are in a dominant 

position and the saints (domain masters) who have half their feet in the realm of the gods and high in 

the clouds... 

Wang Yi smiled and said: "Kamu? Haha, my name is Yi Gang. I have been practicing in the teacher's 

school before, and then I came out to practice. Now I am an adventurer in the starry sky. I accidentally 

got lost and came here. I don't know where this is?" 

"Star Adventurer..." Kamu and the tribe natives behind him were taken aback. 

Kamu took a deep breath and looked at Wang Yi with a sense of awe. "It turns out that your lord is an 

adventurer in the starry sky." 

Wang Yi still has some knowledge of the ruined ancient temples, so he prepared an identity for activities 

here in advance. What is a starry adventurer? It is because of various reasons, or exploration, or 

tempering, or for wealth, or to find a teacher... People who keep walking between different shores of 

the starry sky, this world does not know how many land islands are suspended in the void , The vastness, 

even if a **** moves from one end of the world to the other at the speed of light, it will take hundreds 

of years, let alone other people... and in the starry sky, every continent is full of crises and can become 

Star adventurers are all strong, at least "golden warriors" (universal grade), and even many kings and 

saints have chosen to become star adventurers and roam in the endless starry sky... 

Therefore, there are generally very few people, and there are tribes who go to provoke a starry 

adventurer at will. 

After learning that Wang Yi was actually a powerful starry adventurer (for the Karma and his tribe, even 

the golden warriors are already very powerful), the Karma and his hunting team soldiers suddenly 

became very respectful and enthusiastic. After hearing Wang Yi's plan to collect information here, he 

immediately invited Wang Yi back as a guest. 

This was in Wang Yi's arms. 

Wang Yi followed the group of heroic and rugged tribal warriors. The giant green python was carried out 

by more than a dozen tribal warriors. It seemed that all of them were very happy. In addition to 

harvesting this prey, perhaps more reasons were Because I met Wang Yi, a legendary adventurer from 

the other end of the starry sky... For the Tanagos tribe, who lives in the Longbow continent but a small 

and weak tribe, can meet a starry adventurer, It is also something that can only be encountered once in 

a long, long time. 

While walking, Wang Yi learned about the situation here through conversations with Kamu. 

The ruined ancient temple also has its own civilization and history...because of the existence of the 

ancient temple! 

The ancient temple is the highest power to rule the entire secret world! 

It is also the place where many gods in the legends of the mainland world gather, and countless tribes 

believe in the ancient gods of the ancient temple. 



By the way, they call the ancient starry sky world that their ancestors have lived and reproduced for 

generations as "Kalodaman", but they are more accustomed to using the name of their own continent. 

Because of the existence of the ancient temple, every land, island... as long as it reaches a certain size 

and is in the sight of the ancient temple, it will inevitably send a sacrifice to build a temple on the 

mainland. This is also the center of the continent, even if it is a strong tribal power. , You must also 

respect the temple sacrifices and obey the orders of the temple, otherwise it will be a catastrophe. 

Countless years of beliefs and legends have made no one in this world dare to resist the ancient temple, 

and it is impossible to resist the rule of a group of immortal gods. 

The ancient temple will spread civilization, words, and cultivation methods to all land. Under normal 

circumstances, they will not interfere in the power disputes of each land world but maintain an 

absolutely superior and neutral attitude. Of course, if they violate the temple rules, they will take action. 

. 

In addition to the ancient temples, some powerful tribes will automatically expand when they 

completely rule their own areas. Some powerful tribes may even span dozens or hundreds of void 

continents. The territories are extremely vast. Among the tribes masters are strong. The person is like a 

cloud, in the eyes of Kamu, it is already an existence that can only be looked up. 

The tribes are divided into powerful tribes, medium tribes, and weak tribes. 

And across the starry sky, the pinnacle tribes that may rule many continents. 

How to classify a tribe’s hierarchy actually has a lot to do with the existence of a strong level in their 

tribe. For example, there is a king in the tribe... Then no matter how many people there are in the tribe, 

even if there are two or three kittens, it is a medium tribe. Can be considered self-protection. 

If there is a saint, it is a powerful tribe! A tribe of saints, few forces dared to offend. 

If a **** is born, it will be the most powerful eternal tribe, that is, the pinnacle tribe...As long as the 

**** who shelters them does not fall, they can prosper forever, and no one dares to provoke them, but 

such tribes generally exist "Kalodaman", the world's most prosperous and resource-rich central area, 

rarely occurs in the border areas. 

The most common ~www.mtlnovel.com~, the most inconspicuous is the weak and small tribe where 

Gammu is located... There is not even a king, at most, some golden warriors to support the facade. 

There are countless such tribes in the entire starry sky. , May be born every day, or may die. 

There are also conflicts, wars, and annexations between the tribes... However, the Tanagos tribe where 

the Gammu is located and dozens of weak and weak tribes around it are ruled by a nearby medium-

sized tribe, the "River Valley Tribe", which is regarded as a vassal, although it is often required To pay 

tribute on time, or be recruited by higher-level tribes tribal warriors to conscript, but in the perilous 

world of Kalodaman can maintain a relatively peaceful survival and reproduction, it is already rare. 

And the "River Valley Tribe", which is much stronger than them, is also ruled by another more powerful 

"Menglong Tribe" with saints. On this continent, powerful tribes like the "Menglong Tribe" are the real 

separatist parties. The overlord! 



When Wang Yi heard this, he already had a general impression of the world. 

This team keeps climbing over the mountains and mountains. Because all of the team are stars with 

constant stars, those steep and dangerous places are like flat ground, and they move very fast. 

After a while, a huge stone city appeared on the distant horizon. 

Chapter 195: Tribal city 

When he came to the bottom of the stone city, Wang Yi looked up at the tall city wall, which was built of 

a grayish-blue rock as a whole. This kind of rock is very hard, even the strongest star is difficult to 

destroy directly, and must use sharp weapons, and Wang Yi also saw a strange secret pattern on the 

surface of the city wall, which integrated the defenses of the entire city wall and made it extremely 

strong. Even if the entire army of constant stars is attacked by a joint attack, I am afraid it will be difficult 

to destroy this. Kind of city wall. 

The city is built between two mountains, with only two entrances and exits. The front entrance is the 

side of the wilderness where Wang Yi and the others came, but Wang Yi hasn't seen it yet. Depending on 

the terrain, it may be a cut mountain passage. 

The wall on this side is nearly ten kilometers long and four to five hundred meters high. There is a wide 

gate, more than a hundred meters wide and more than forty meters high. People standing underneath 

have a small feeling. 

At the entrance of the city gate, some people came in and out, and some tribal soldiers in simple armor 

were checking. 

Wang Yi didn’t expect these tribal warriors like savages to live in the city, but it’s normal to think about 

it. After all, building a stone city is not difficult for these natives, and it’s very convenient. As long as they 

are tribal groups that live in large numbers, It is estimated that most of them live in cities. 

And their lack of technology does not mean that other areas are underdeveloped. For example, these 

indigenous warriors with a constant star rating per capita, and the secret patterns that form a strong 

and strong defense on the city wall, all represent that the world also has their unique civilization, which 

is just a manifestation. The form is different. 

The continuous birth of immortal gods from energy sources means that this ethnic group is already very 

strong, at least in terms of cultivation and inheritance, beyond countless medium civilizations in the 

universe, and may even be comparable to a powerful ethnic group. 

The maximum range of Wang Yi's detection instrument is one billion kilometers, and it can roughly 

detect the breath and quantity of life, but if it is accurately detected, the range will be much smaller, but 

for him to detect this city in front of him, which is only a small-scale city on the entire continent. There is 

no difficulty, even if the power of the world of his Void Zerg clone is simply swept away, the entire city 

can be enveloped. 

"Well, one is a cosmic-level sixth-order aborigines, one is a cosmic-level fourth-order aborigines, and 

there are also a third and second-order..." Wang Yi swept away, and the situation was clear at a glance. 
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The whole city is made of rock. Because the secret realm contains special energy, the material structure 

here is much harder than the outside world, and people’s physical fitness is also much stronger... The 

natives here are probably apprentice-level fifth and sixth from birth. After adulthood, you will become a 

planetary star. It is not difficult to make a breakthrough to a constant star, but it is more difficult to 

reach a constant star. Even for the aborigines here, few people can break through. 

However, relative to the probability of a cosmic level being born from a star factor of 100,000 stars, a 

group of cosmic level will appear in a city with hundreds of thousands of people. This condition is 

already strong, I don't know how much. 

Wang Yi couldn't help but feel the uniqueness of the indigenous people in the secret world. Because of 

the energy of the secret realm, they reached the star level when they were adults, and it was very 

simple to become the constant star. 

But because they were born in a secret world, they are destined to stay in this "narrow" world forever. 

It can be said that there are gains and losses. 

"Captain Karma, are you back so early today?" 

"Wow, this isn't the giant green python from the Terrifying Beast Mountain Forest? You hunted them all 

over?" 

The guards guarding the city gate seemed to be very familiar with tribal warriors such as Gamu and 

greeted them enthusiastically. 

And the rough tribal warriors of Garmu also responded with a smile. 

"Ha, I had good luck today. I just met this big guy and took it down without any casualties." 

"I just came back when I met a distinguished guest." 

"Kamu, with so many hunting teams today, you are the first to come back." A sturdy bald one-eyed man 

in black metal armor walked out of the city gate. He first clashed with the white-haired Kamu with a scar 

on his face. He greeted him, and then looked at Wang Yi, a black-haired teenager who was very 

conspicuous among the crowd. Whether it was Wang Yi's unique foreign appearance or his outfit, he 

had a strong identity as an outsider. 

The bald one-eyed man frowned, "Gamu, who is this? The leader recently said that you can't bring 

foreigners here casually. Which tribe is this?" 

Kamu winked at the bald one-eyed man, for fear that he would recklessly offend Wang Yi, "E Yi, this one 

is from another world (for the natives who can only stay on one continent for a long time, the other 

starry sky continents are equivalent to another. The Star Adventurer of the world, we happened to meet 

while hunting in the wilderness, and we wanted to bring it back to be received by the leader." 

"Star adventurer?" The bald one-eyed man and the other city gate guards all shook their bodies. They 

looked at Wang Yi with a calm face and a thin body in surprise - for the tribal natives who are more than 

three meters tall and look like little giants. Wang Yi, who was just over one meter and seven meters, was 

no different from a child, but after hearing what Kamu said, they didn't dare to look at Wang Yi like that. 



"It turned out to be the newcomer Star Adventurer." E Yi's hideous face squeezed a blunt smile, "I am 

rude. Since I am the Star Adventurer, I can naturally enter our tribal city." 

The name of the star adventurer has been circulated in this secret world for a long time. The name is 

very big, and the ordinary small tribes are respectful and dare not to provoke them. 

In case the opponent is a passing domain master level, a super power such as the world master level, if 

one gets angry, it will be finished, but this kind of thing often happens. 

Their superior tribe will not deal with a powerful star adventurer for a small tribe. 

"Beep~~" 

When Wang Yi and the members of the indigenous hunting team were about to walk into the city, there 

was a long cry from the sky. 

"It's Master Deman's team that is back!" Many indigenous warriors at the gate tower were happy and 

looked up to the sky. 

Wang Yi also tilted his head and looked up. 

There was a dense flap of wings from far to near. 

A group of huge black birds appeared in the sky. They all had heads resembling wolves, strong scaly 

bodies, limbs, and a pair of thick and powerful wings behind them, flapping and flying towards this side 

quickly. 

There was a trace of interest on Wang Yi's face. 

In this world, only cosmic level can get rid of gravitational flight, or it is a powerful spiritual teacher... But 

spiritual teacher is relatively rare compared to martial artists~www.mtlnovel.com~ so if you want to fly, 

you mainly rely on tamed flight Brutal beast. 

Right now, these are flying brute forces specially tamed among the tribes for transportation, 

transportation, and even warfare. 

And each of those flying wild beasts is mounted by a tribal warrior. Each knight is uniformly equipped 

with metal armor and weapons. The aura is much stronger than that of ordinary tribal warriors. A strong 

evil spirit surging from far, proves this. It is an elite division who has experienced blood and fire many 

times. 

Let Wang Yi focus a little bit. The leader is a cosmic-class female warrior of the tribe. Her height is not 

inferior to those of the males of the same race, but with distinctive female characteristics, she can be 

said to be a perfect tall figure and full breasts. He has a fat buttocks, and is also wearing a more 

advanced battle armor, carrying a giant sword, and his brows are cold and full of wild aura. 

They flew past the city wall directly, and did not fly down. 

When passing by the city wall, the female warrior leader also looked down, and there seemed to be a 

trace of doubt in his eyes, but it was just a flash. 

"Didn't Master Deman go to the Clay tribe? Why did you come back so early?" a guard whispered. 



Chapter 196: war 

Wang Yi, an adventurer from the other side of the starry sky, "Yi Gang", walked into the huge stone city 

together with this group of tribal warriors who went out hunting. 

The whole Stone City is full of rough and unrestrained stone houses. The streets are spacious and the 

roads are neatly paved with stones. People dress mainly in animal skins. Many men simply wear bare 

arms and upper bodies, while women are better. , Wrapped in a tube top, kept a skirt of animal skin or 

vine leaves, revealing two long and fit legs, the dress is very cool and wild, full of exotic style. 

It is full of primitive and simple painting style. 

When passing by an empty square in the city, Wang Yi suddenly saw three tall sculptures standing there, 

which are different from the gray-blue rock construction of the city. The three different sculptures seem 

to be made of three different materials. Carved. 

The first sculpture is a golden bird with wings on its back, a dragon with an eagle-headed body, 

entrenched on the ground, spreading its wings to fly, its huge body glowing with golden light in the sun, 

dazzling. 

The second sculpture is a black snake-shaped creature with four legs, but it has six pairs of eyes divided 

into upper and lower jaws. It looks very strange, like a monster crawling out of a bottomless abyss. 

The third seat was an extremely strong blue giant with sharp sword-like spikes on his head. He squatted 

on the ground, raised his head and looked at the sky, his whole body seemed to be integrated with the 

earth. 

The three sculptures are lifelike, every detail is very clear, with amazing power. 

Hunting Captain Gamu saw that Wang Yi had been looking at these three sculptures and said strangely: 

"Has Mr. Yi Gang not seen the sculptures of the Three Ancient Gods? Every tribal city has them?" 

Wang Yi was slightly startled, and then smiled: "I just think yours here is different from other places." 

Karma scratched his head. "Really? Every tribal city is the same, I feel almost the same." 

With a smile on his face, Wang Yi muttered in his heart. It is estimated that these three strange 

sculptures are ancient gods widely believed in by people all over the world. 

The ancient gods and the temples of today are two concepts. They are the oldest and most powerful 

origins in this world. They are also the real reason why the ancient times and the super existence of the 

human race broke out, causing the star field to be almost destroyed for hundreds of light years. 

The other hunting team members have already dispersed, and the captain Gamu personally took Wang 

Yi to the residence of the tribal leader in the city. It was said that it was a mansion, but it was actually 

just a wall, a larger stone building, and a few more at the door. Horde warrior guards. 

Although Wang Yi didn't show much strength, the identity of a star adventurer and his invisible aura 

were enough to make Kamu solemnly treat him as the leader of a hunting team with hundreds of 

people, and Kamu was not a fool. 
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And the other party's daring to meet with a tribe leader also proves the other party's confidence. Under 

such circumstances, how dare Kamu be negligent? 

In the mansion, in a large spacious room, several leaders of the most powerful tribes have gathered 

together. 

Including the cosmic female member "Deman" who had just returned to the tribe with the flying brute 

force, also appeared here with a cold face. 

The news she brought back from afar also made the faces of the other leaders of the tribe serious. 

"The news from the Kray tribe has been confirmed to be correct. The three tribes of the Silver Sand 

Tribe, the Gegu Tribe, and the Haohuo Tribe, which are adjacent to us, have united, and it is estimated 

that war will break out soon." 

"These are just a few weak tribes just like us. What I worry most is whether there will be war on 

the'River Valley Tribe'." 

Several tribal leaders present worriedly discussed. 

Tribal wars also have a scale. The conflict between two tribes at the lowest level is just a daily routine 

and will not be taken into consideration. 

Even two tribes under the rule of the same medium tribe may have wars, not to mention that conflicts 

and wars between two adjacent and hostile medium tribe camps are commonplace. 

However, wars can also be large and small. There are two medium-sized tribes who broke out in an all-

out war. The tribes under their command have to mobilize their troops to join the battlefield. There are 

also small-scale wars between two weak and small tribes. 

If the weakest tribe like "Tanagus" is involved in a large-scale tribal war, it is easy to lose energy and 

become depressed from then on, and even be oppressed and annexed by other tribes. 

However, the war is not shifted by personal will. Even if the "Tanagus" tribe is unwilling, it still has to 

face the situation of being attacked by three rival tribes that are close to their strength... What's worse, 

this Once the "river valley tribes" above their heads were to go to war with the hostile middle-level 

tribes, once the war broke out, all tribal troops would have to go in, and their front line would most 

likely not have reinforcements, and the situation would be very dangerous. 

This is what the chief of the tribe is most worried about, and the Tanagus tribe is very likely to face 

annihilation in this war. 

At this moment, a tribal warrior walked in outside the door, saluted the many powerful men in the 

house, and then reported: "The leader, the third captain of the hunting team outside, Kamu, brought a 

man over, saying it was an alien starry sky adventure. I want to see you." 

"Huh?" Everyone in the room was shocked. The tall man with thick hair, burly figure, covered in animal 

skins, and very similar to Rong Jun stood up fiercely, "Star Adventurer? Are you telling the truth?" 

Several other powerful tribes also looked over, the star adventurer, here is the name of the thunder. 



Only the female leader "Deman" heard this, and the person who came back through the city wall and 

looked down, subconsciously came to mind, wondering if it was that person? 

Under the captivating gaze of the leader, the tribal warrior felt immense power, and cold sweat did not 

consciously break out on his forehead. "Captain Karma said so." 

The thick-haired burly man lowered his head and pondered. The leader of this "Tanagus" tribe is the 

strongest in the tribe, and it is also the practice of the tribal world. The leaders are basically the most 

intelligent or strongest~www.mtlnovel .com~ But usually the latter is more. 

The leader is also called "Tanagus". In fact, every tribe who inherits the position of the leader of the 

tribe will be called the name of the tribe, and it will continue from generation to generation. 

"Tanagus, do you think this outsider who suddenly appeared is really a starry adventurer?" said a very 

sturdy and wild giant with hair like needles and a face full of flesh and blood. Not showing up, showing 

up at this time, it's too suspicious." 

"Rabanai is right. We can't be negligent. What if it is a spy sent by a hostile tribe." 

"The words can't be said so absolute, if we are really a star adventurer, we can't easily offend it." 

Several powerful tribes spoke one after another. 

"Okay." Tanagos looked up at them and said in a deep voice: "Is it true or false? If there is a conspiracy, 

we will talk about it first. However, everyone is prepared in their hearts and has a bottom. If the Yinsha 

tribe sent them out for bad intentions, we will take him down." 

The other leaders glanced at each other and nodded one after another. 

Chapter 197: War is coming 

"My lord, please come with me." A guard politely said to Wang Yi who was standing at the door. 

Wang Yi nodded, followed the guard, walked through a tall yard, through several corridors, and soon 

came to a spacious room, which is actually a palace built of larger stones, empty inside. It is wide and 

bright, with a skylight open on the top, and a few rough stone chairs and tables are simply placed 

around it. Several tall tribal men and women stand together and look at Wang Yi who comes in. 

"Huh? I really can't feel his breath." Tanagos took the lead because he sensed the breath of Wang Yi. 

When he found that he couldn't detect it, he was shocked and a smile appeared on his face. "Hahaha, 

the distinguished guest is here, we were discussing things just now, we didn't have time to meet the 

husband, and I hope that the husband will forgive me." 

Worried about his subordinates' mistakes, he also transmitted the Force to them. 

And the other tribe seniors in the room immediately smiled. 

A powerful and unfathomable adventurer, although I don't know whether it is a golden-level medium 

power or a more terrifying king-level, he can't easily offend him without knowing his intentions. 

In fact, the leader of the tribe, Tanagos, is more inclined to be the king of the other party. The 

unmatched feeling that vaguely rises in his heart has only been felt when he saw the "River Valley King". 
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Tanagos didn't know that it was Wang Yi deliberately leaking a trace of Domain Master-level aura that 

made him feel. 

Wang Yi glanced at these tribesmen and smiled slightly, "It's nothing, I took the liberty to interrupt." 

After the two parties sat down, the burly man with long thick black hair and a strong sense of "Rong Jun" 

asked the people below to present things to entertain the guests and asked respectfully: "I don't know if 

Mr. is coming to us. What Guigan?" 

"Leader Tanagos is polite, just call me Yi Gang." Wang Yi said casually, "I was taking an adventure in the 

stars, but this time I accidentally lost my way and came to your place. I want to know about Looking at 

the situation here, I wonder if the leader can meet my requirements?" 

"Haha... this is just a trivial matter. Just ask Mr. Yi Gang if you have any questions. As long as we know, 

we must know everything and say nothing." Tanagos promised. 

"Well, I still need some detailed map information, the more the better, I don't know if it can be provided 

for me?" Wang Yi said. 

"No problem, we can prepare a copy of maps and books for our tribe." Tanagos smiled. 

During this process, Tanagos asked Wang Yi intentionally or unintentionally, but Wang Yi dealt with it 

casually. 

However, Tanagos had basically determined that the powerful and unfamiliar star adventurer in front of 

him was not sent by a hostile tribe, and was more enthusiastic. 

The atmosphere of the two parties was very harmonious for a while. 

After being entertained for a feast, Wang Yi, who was slightly drunk, squinted his eyes and followed a 

servant on the road arranged for him to live in, thinking in his heart, "This tribe leader is so enthusiastic 

to me, a bit weird. But it's okay, he can't help me." 

"I just inadvertently tested it. This small tribe actually didn't know about the ancient gods' orders. 

Looking at the appearance of those people, they should really be ignorant. It is estimated that the 

ancient gods' orders are only available to a small part of the world's high-level people, or they are in the 

so-called "kings." ", "The Holy One", either on the side of the ancient temple... first collect some 

information here, and then leave." 

Wang Yi Shi Shiran walked into the tall yard prepared for him. 

The entire continent is being monitored by detection instruments all the time, and the strongest is not 

at the level of the realm master, Wang Yi is not worried about any unexpected dangers. 

"Sign in." Wang Yi said casually when he thought of something. 

[Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, reward [Tanagus Alloy Battlegear (Female)]. 

】 

【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 

Wang Yi shook his head. 



Sure enough, such a small place is unreliable. 

Signed a lonely. 

… 

In the living room where Wang Yi was treated, the lights were brightly lit, and several high-ranking tribes 

were still there. 

"Tanagus..." Several senior executives looked at their leader together. 

The leader's face was silent. "Secretly send someone to notify the three tribes including the Silver Sand 

Tribe and the Haohuo Tribe, so that they can do it in advance..." 

"Is this really good? Wouldn't it be too risky?" a high-level executive couldn't help but said. 

The burly man glanced at him, "This is our only chance now. The "River Valley King" is now busy fighting 

two middle-level tribes and cannot take care of us at all. Other alliance tribes cannot protect 

themselves. Take advantage of this starry sky adventurer. Here, only by letting the three tribes start 

their hands in advance can we drag him into the water and help our tribe..." 

"But, that star adventurer is really so powerful, can they help us defeat the Huhuo Tribe and they join 

forces?" Deman couldn't agree with it, "Moreover, that guy named Yi Gang, what should we do if he 

doesn't make a move by then? " 

"This star adventurer is definitely stronger than us. It is very likely to be at the level of the king." Tanagos 

looked at the deep night outside, with a low tone, "We will prepare with both hands. In any case, this is 

our greatest opportunity. During this period of time, we must try our best to please and get closer to 

this Mr. Yi Yong. These strong men are generally good-looking. As long as we greet him well, if the tribe 

is in trouble, he is not embarrassed to stand by..." 

Hearing that the leader had made a decision, the other senior officials looked at each other and nodded. 

Right now, this can only be done. 

… 

Early the next morning, Wang Yi, who was sitting on a bed of soft animal skins, opened his eyes and let 

out a sigh of relief. 

Thinking of the Tanagos tribe sending him several young and beautiful tribe girls to wait on him last 

night, he was speechless. 

This Tanagos doesn't look at the difference in body shape, it's really nonsense. 

In fact, Tanagos has taken into account the differences in body shape between Wang Yi and their tribes, 

and specially sent the most petite and exquisite girl, but no matter how petite, she is also much taller 

than Wang Yi compared to their tribes. Although it does not have a special flavor, Is Wang Yi that kind of 

person... 

"Mr. Yi Gang, Mr. Yi Gang." Chief Tanagos's loud voice came from outside. 



"Lord Tanagos, early." 

A voice rang next to Tanagos, Tanagos' scalp numb, and he turned around abruptly, only to find that 

Wang Yi didn't know when he had been standing behind him, looking at him with a smile on his face. 

"When did he come behind me, I don't know... Such a terrible physical form, even the strongest golden 

warrior might not be able to make me unaware." A stormy sea was set off in his heart. Once again 

confirmed Wang Yi's strength, I wanted to drag Wang Yi here even more, with a warm smile on his face. 

"Mr. Yi Gang, we have prepared a rich breakfast for you..." 

"No, I'm in a hurry, are your map materials ready yet." Wang Yi interrupted him. 

Tanagos' mind turned quickly, and he immediately said: "I had sent someone to prepare last night. It 

should be almost ready. Since Mr. Yi Gang is in such a hurry, then I will not leave you, please come with 

me, those map materials They are all placed in the library building in the city." 

"Yeah." Wang Yi thought to himself that this tribe leader is still very good. It's just that the girls who 

arranged for him are a little superfluous. 

Wang Yi followed Tanagus to the center of the city. 

"Woo—" 

A desolate melodious horn suddenly came from outside the city wall. 

Then the whole city was "boom" in a commotion. 

"Chief Tanagos, is this?" Wang Yi looked at the burly man whose face had become solemn. In fact, he 

had already discovered the situation outside the city. just pretended not to know on purpose. 

"Mr. Yi Gang, I'm sorry, our tribe has an enemy invaded, we have to deal with it first." Chief Tanagos said 

helplessly. 

Wang Yi looked at the loyal and rugged face of Chief Tanagos, and suddenly smiled. 

"In this case, let's go over and take a look. Maybe I can also help." 

"How embarrassing is this?" Tanagos was overjoyed, saying so, but his body flew to the gate tower 

honestly. "Then trouble you mr." 

Wang Yi smiled slightly, and followed the leader of Tanagos. 

Chapter 198: 10 kids for 1 dollar 

The wilderness outside the grey city is already crowded with people. 

Ten strong men in heavy armor and various weapons stood in front of the team like a demon. 

"Today, destroy the Tanagus Department, kill!" 

There was no need for words at all. The leader in the lead gave an order, and hundreds of thousands of 

tribal warriors rushed to the city like a tide. 
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The warriors of the Tanagos tribe guarding the city wall looked solemn, but no one flinched. They 

clenched their weapons, preparing for the tragic **** battle. 

Everyone knows that this is a war about the life and death of the Tanagos tribe, and all tribal warriors 

have the consciousness of fighting to the death. 

When Wang Yi and the leader of Tanagos came to the city wall, what they saw was the scene of 

hundreds of thousands of tribal troops charging over as if boundless. 

"Boss!" Seeing Tanagos appearing, the three cosmic-class experts of Tanagos tribe who had already 

been waiting on the city wall couldn't help but speak. 

Wang Yi glanced away. There were five cosmic ranks in the Tanagos tribe, but only four appeared here, 

but he didn’t care. The figure squinted his eyes. 

"Chief Tanagos, it looks like your situation is very bad..." 

Tanagus's expression was also a bit ugly. Those hundreds of thousands of constant star tribal troops 

were nothing. Although Greystone City had fewer troops, they could still hold it. The key was the ten 

cosmic-level powerhouses in the sky. 

From those strong men, Tanagos felt a familiar aura and shouted angrily: "Motar! Are you going to do 

things today?" 

A guy with short cyan hair and strange black stripes on his face who flew over from the opposite side 

laughed and said, "Tanagus, today we are all three tribes. You have no chance. If you surrender, you still 

have a chance to live. Today The Tanagos tribe must die!" 

"Today, even if our Tanagus tribe perishes, we will never let you feel better!" Tanagus roared. The two 

tribes have accumulated enmity for many years, and they have already surrendered? How can it be. 

Knowing that it was impossible to escape, on the contrary aroused the desperate heart of the Tanagos 

tribe. 

Motar snorted, "You are stubborn, just because you guys want to resist? Kill! Don't keep one!" 

The ten cosmic ranks rushed down together, and the four cosmic rank powerhouses of the Tanagos tribe 

rushed up without fear of death. 

"Boom~~" 

A huge burst of air sounded, and the clouds in the sky were also dissipated by the fierce air currents set 

off by more than a dozen cosmic-level powerhouses, exposing a huge gap. The bright sun tilted down 

like a golden sword, shining underneath. Hundreds of thousands of troops who started fighting. 

"Kill—" Hundreds of thousands of soldiers from the tri-tribe coalition rushed up with fervent and 

ferocious faces. They just jumped over the hundreds of meters high city wall. In an instant, the gray-blue 

city wall was covered with ants fighting everywhere. Tribal warrior. 



At high altitudes, fierce battles are also underway. The four cosmic-level powerhouses of the Tanagus 

tribe are besieged by ten cosmic-level powerhouses on the opposite side, and the strength of the ten 

opposing people is generally stronger than that of the Tanagus tribe. Obviously come prepared. 

"puff……" 

Seeing the fierce war scenes flying in front of him, Wang Yi was slightly moved. 

Originally, he was just a passer-by here, and had no intention of intervening in the war between the 

indigenous peoples of the world, but yesterday he was warmly entertained by the Tanagos tribe and 

received the map information presented by them. He saw that the Tanagos tribe was about to fall, 

although Wang Yi Knowing that I might have been deliberately involved in this conflict, but in the end I 

couldn't just sit back and watch. 

"Help you once, even if it's a deal." Wang Yi raised his head, looking calmly at the Tanagos tribesmen 

who had been chased and beaten. 

brush! A weapon that had fallen on the ground suddenly flew up, trembling slightly, and flew out like a 

stream of light. 

In the sky, the two tribal powerhouses who were besieging a cosmic-level powerhouse in the Tanagos 

tribe were full of grim faces. A streamer suddenly appeared from their side. When the two tribe 

powerhouses discovered this streamer, the streamer had already Passing away from them in a flash, the 

eyes of the two powerhouses still had a look of horror, but the breath of life had disappeared without a 

trace. 

"..." The embarrassed Tanagus tribe being under siege felt that the opponent was lost, he couldn't help 

but raised his head, but saw a scene that he will never forget... Two other tribes are stronger than him. 

Golden warriors His body was stiff in the air, but his head fell together, and blood was pouring like a 

fountain. 

"Hahaha...Tanagus, no matter how you struggle, today is your death date!" Four cosmic powerhouses 

are besieging the strongest leader of the Tanagos tribe. One of them is wearing a heavy red armor and 

brandishing a wolf. The burly man with tooth stick laughed triumphantly. 

Tanagos was fighting desperately against his opponent, but he was anxious, "Why haven't that one shot 

yet..." 

At this moment, a deep chill came from the hearts of everyone in the sky at the same time. 

brush! 

An inconceivable flash of light appeared, and instantly disappeared from the body of a master of the 

Haohuo tribe outside. 

Later, while penetrating the body of the first person, lightning passed through the bodies of the other 

three tribe masters one after another, quickly making these cosmic level experts who are considered top 

powerhouses in each tribe unable to react. 

The two tribe masters who died first were the outermost tribe masters, followed by the four strong men 

who besieged Tanagos, and finally the last four people separated on two battlefields in the distance. 



Slowly speaking, it is actually a blink of an eye. 

There was only a trace of horror on Motal's face, and the death stream had already shot past him, taking 

away his head. 

Fast, too fast, far beyond the cosmic range! 

Ten cosmic-level experts who were also masters on this continent were wiped out in an instant, not one 

left! 

Ten burly corpses that lost their breath of life also fell from the sky. 

Tanagos stared at this scene in a daze, followed by a sharp spirit in his body, and looked at the city wall 

in horror. The black-haired boy in a dark red shirt was standing there calmly, as if he was just now. It is 

not him who kills. 

"This is a master, and it is a king-level master..." The four cosmic-level experts of the Tanagos tribe 

thought of the scene just now, and one of the senior officials muttered. 

In the outside world, those who can control weapons and objects are called Mental Teachers, and here, 

they are called Master Masters. 

"So powerful, is this a star adventurer?" Deman was also very shocked. 

The soldiers below who were fighting were actually paying attention to the battle in the sky. When they 

found that the top powerhouses on their side were all dead in an instant, the fighting spirit of the 

coalition army collapsed. 

The original battlefield situation was reversed in an instant. Numerous tribal coalition fighters turned 

around and fled, while the morale of the Tanagos tribe eagerly pursued and killed them, leaving behind 

a corpse. 

But these have nothing to do with Wang Yi. 

After a while. 

Wang Yi and the senior officials of the Tanagus tribe appeared in a tall tower in the city. The tribe leader, 

Tanagus, said to Wang Yi in awe: "My lord, this is our tribe's most complete map and books." 

Wang Yi looked at the map book full of metal ~www.mtlnovel.com~ slate, animal skins, and unknown 

materials. He nodded and waved his hand. All the objects were carried on his back and put in the space 

ring. 

When seeing this scene, everyone in the Tanagos tribe had a heartbeat. 

In the outside world, even the universe level can have a space ring, but here, only the master or some 

powerful, background master can have space props. 

Even the "River Valley King" of Tanagos' superior tribe "River Valley Tribe" does not have such a precious 

treasure. 

Everyone in Tanagos was envious and in awe. 



And Wang Yi was also ready to leave. 

Chapter 199: Sacrifice to the ancient temple 

Wang Yi declined the enthusiasm of the Tanagos tribe and came to a desolate and remote mountain 

forest and hid in a world ring. 

... 

"From this point of view, the ancient **** temple is the most likely to exist on this continent..." 

In one world, Wang Yi, who had left the Tanagos tribe, had already read through the maps and books in 

his hand, and had a better understanding of the situation in this world. 

"Then, let's go to the ancient temple." Wang Yi made the decision immediately. 

The entire continent is more than 60 million kilometers long. Although space constraints are stronger, 

with the strength of Wang Yi's Void Zerg clone, it only takes a moment to come to the center of this 

continent, where the ancient temple city is located. 

In the high-altitude clouds, Wang Yi hovered in the air, looking down at the glorious temple standing on 

a huge mountain. At the foot of the mountain and on the plain, there were many indigenous people 

worshiping and praying. 

"The strongest in the palace is a ninth-level domain master. It should be the highest priest in the temple 

here, and the others can be ignored." 

Wang Yi finally set his eyes on the man in the gorgeous robe who was sitting closed in the palace, and 

smiled slightly. 

"It's you, I hope you have an ancient **** order on you." 

Wang Yi slowly faded, as if into the void. 

In the next moment, Wang Yi's figure emerged from a courtyard of the temple as if it had surfaced. 

And the defense system of the entire temple did not find an extra outsider in the slightest. 

A team of brightly armored guards passed by Wang Yi, but did not see another person beside him. 

Wang Yi smiled slightly. 

The three talents of the Void Zerg clones "melt into the void", hide and hide, and the ability to integrate 

with space is very mysterious and unpredictable. Even immortal gods who are not proficient in the laws 

of space can hardly find their existence. 

Not to mention that none of the cosmic-level guards in front of them, even the domain master, the 

realm master, as long as Wang Yi is willing, the other party will not be able to detect a trace. 

Wang Yi glanced at the brightly lit palace, and walked past it leisurely. The guards along the way seemed 

to treat him as transparent and completely ignored him. 

Wang Yi came to the depths of the palace silently like a ghost. 
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Seeing that sitting on a bed, he seemed to be closing his eyes and practicing, with a sharp horned robe 

"person" on his forehead. 

His appearance is very different from the most common tribal natives on this land. He is covered with 

purple scales, like a behemoth in human form, with a thick tail curled out behind him. 

But the ruins of the ancient temple world races are strange, and this "orc" in front of them is nothing. 

The "orc" suddenly opened his eyes in confusion, looked around, but found nothing. 

Wang Yi stood quietly in front of him not far away, looking at his puzzled look, and shook his head 

slightly. 

A powerful mental power condensed into a sword, did not enter the "orc" sacrificial body in an instant, 

and found his hidden "life core", the "orc" sacrificial eyes instantly widened, "No..." 

"Puff!" His life core was pierced by mental power in an instant, his soul was shattered, and his voice 

stopped abruptly. The light in his eyes was dim, and his huge head hung down. 

"If you are not lucky, it happened to be some kind of temple worship and you met me." Wang Yi 

whispered. 

A ninth-level domain master, silent and without the ability to resist, was instantly wiped out by Wang Yi. 

Just a thought. 

Now Wang Yi's Void Zerg clone is extremely powerful, even if the owner of Meteor Star was barely able 

to enshrine her at the beginning, Wang Yi's Void Zerg clone's strength has already reached the threshold 

of immortality, and it may be stronger than Meteor Star's owner. . 

Wang Yi glanced at the orc who had lost his breath of life, and with a wave of his hand, his belongings 

arrived in his hand. 

A space bracelet and a token with a square palm engraved with a black snake-shaped monster. 

Wang Yi raised his brows and immediately recognized that this was one of the three ancient **** 

carvings that he had seen in the Tanagos tribe. 

It is one of the three ancient gods widely worshipped by the indigenous people of this world. 

They symbolize "light", "darkness" and "earth" respectively. 

This black snake monster can be called the "dark ancient god". 

But for Wang Yi, it didn’t make much sense. He knew that these three ancient gods had already fallen, 

and the battlefield where the three ancient gods and the superexistence of the human race were 

fighting has also become this ruined star field, the center of the star field, perhaps just There are real 

secrets about this world. 

Wang Yi has no interest in digging out ancient secrets. What he is interested in is the opportunities 

behind the secrets. 

He remembers that Luo Feng's "Zichen Bailuoye" in the original book was obtained from here. 



"Zichen Bailuoye" has many peculiar uses. It is best to use it for "immortal grade" plant life, and the 

general auction price is 2 million mixed yuan units. 

And since there is a treasure like "Zichen Bailuoye", there are naturally other more precious things. 

In contrast, he is more concerned about the "Power of Blood Luo" and "The Inheritance of the Magic 

Sound God", which directly enhances his own strength. 

Wang Yi looked at the peculiar black token that felt like jade in his hand, "This should be the ancient 

**** order..." According to the clues of information found by Wang Yi in previous books, the ancient 

**** order is only used by the priests of the ancient temple. Have. 

No matter how strong the saints (world masters) are, as long as they are not sacrifices, there will be no 

ancient **** orders on them. 

Possessing an ancient **** order is equivalent to an "ancient temple messenger", and the status is 

respected. Even the saints of the other pinnacle tribes must be polite and respectful. 

Generally, only one sacrificial priest will be sent to an ancient temple on a continent, but the larger the 

area of the continent, the stronger the sacrificial rites sent to garrison. 

Like Wang Yi's continent, at most, the appearance of the domain master rank eight or nine is almost at 

its top. 

On the more prosperous continent, there may be sacrificial rites at the level of the realm master. 

This task of collecting ancient gods' orders may be dangerous to other geniuses. It is extremely 

dangerous. After all, they are all cosmic-level members, a domain master-level ninth-tier, even if they 

have a lot of cards, it is not that easy to deal with. 

For dangerous tasks, the mortality rate is 50%, which is not even those who give up without completing 

the task. 

Wang Yi estimates that there are already two achievements that can really accomplish the task. 

Of these two percent, 99.8% completed the first task. 

In other words, the proportion of those who are not dead, failed, and able to complete the second task 

is only two out of ten thousand! 

How slim is this success rate! 

The whole process of Wang Yi's soul-killing orc sacrifice was only a moment, silent, so it was not 

discovered by the guards outside everything was calm. 

Wang Yi put the token away, and was about to leave. He suddenly thought of something and said. 

"Sign in." 

[Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and rewarding three pieces of "Ancient God 

Order". 】 

【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 



"..." 

Wang Yi was silent. He looked at the three black, gold, and blue tokens with different engraved images 

in the space under the sign-in panel, and looked at the silent orc in front of him. His wide-eyed eyes 

seemed to be on. Tell me... 

Chapter 200: Ruin giant land 

When Wang Yi left, he simply took away the corpses of the hapless temple sacrifice. 

Then he left here without knowing it. 

As for the people in the temple, they still don't know that their sacrifice has been killed, and they are still 

holding their posts. 

The Void Zerg clone merges into the void, just like a drop of water merges into the sea, completely 

natural. 

Such a magical stealth hiding ability is simply the strongest assassin. 

... 

Wang Yi found many books in the space bracelet of the temple sacrifices, telling the situation of the 

temple and these worlds, and even a detailed map of the star field. This is Wang Yi's best harvest so far. 

Wang Yi’s second task is to go to the "Eye of the Ancient God" to complete a "baptism". As for what the 

"Eye of the Ancient God" is, where, and how to complete the "baptism", it was all at a loss before. . 

But in the books left over from the temple sacrifices, Wang Yi found some clues. 

As we all know, this world is ruled by ancient temples, where many immortal gods gather to form 

absolute rule over this world. 

The exact location of the ancient temple is another secret. It is difficult for outsiders to enter the ancient 

temple even if they are the masters of the tribe. Only those from the temple or with the permission of 

the ancient temple can enter the ancient temple. 

In fact, the ancient temple is divided into three factions, with three ancient gods as symbols, namely the 

"light temple", "dark temple", and "earth temple". The three factions have been passed down from the 

ancient times and have many immortal gods. , United with each other, and independent of each other, 

there are also many internal disputes, each temple wants to overwhelm other factions, become the 

largest force, and even unify the entire ancient temple, so these years, the ancient temple has been 

fighting a lot, even more The more intense the performance, it spread to those void continents and 

tribal races outside. 

The old nest of the headquarters of the "Ancient Temple" is suspended and hidden in the void above the 

huge ruined land in the center of the ruined star field. That land is also the oldest and oldest continent in 

the world once ruled by three ancient gods. 

However, this continent was later destroyed and torn apart in a devastating disaster, but the largest 

core fragment still remained there. It was the largest land in the entire ruined ancient temple and the 
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most dangerous forbidden land. There used to be the highest existence and non-existence of the three 

worlds. Knowing how many immortal gods have fallen here has turned this place into an unimaginable 

forbidden place. There are many dangers beyond ordinary people's imagination. Some places can not be 

explored and cleaned even in ancient temples, and they have been left to this day. 

The ruined continent, more than tens of billions of kilometers in diameter, is surrounded by many debris 

islands. The terrain is complex and sinister. It is the oldest and most dangerous place in the entire world, 

as well as the most encounters. A large number of powerful people in the entire star field gather here to 

temper themselves or find treasures. The ancient temple acquiesced in their approach. 

However, Wang Yi knew that the headquarters of the ancient temple had been hidden above the ruined 

continent for so many years, monitoring the entire ruined continent. 

Wang Yi suddenly became interested in this ruined continent. He intuitively felt that whether he wanted 

to complete the second task or look for chances, this place was the best place to go. 

"Then go to the Ruins Continent and take a look." Wang Yi's Void Zerg clone stood on a clouded 

mountain top, looking at the boundless starry sky above his head. 

... 

"call!" 

In the starry sky, the avatar of the Void Zerg race flickered rapidly, constantly using the secret technique 

of talent to shuttle in the void. 

In an instant, it is the distance of one solar system. 

Every second, a lot of energy is consumed, but it is replenished by the world in the body. 

The speed of the Void Zerg clone is definitely higher than the flying speed of the spacecraft here, and it 

is more concealed and safer. 

Even without some scruples, the Void Zerg clone can even break through space and directly enter the 

dark universe, fly in the dark universe, and reach the target. 

But there are hidden dangers, and there is no need. 

At such a terrifying speed, Wang Yi arrived at his destination, which is the most famous forbidden area 

in the world...the ruined continent. 

Far away, an ancient and huge land appeared in the void, and there were many smaller island fragments 

surrounding it. 

"brush!" 

Wang Yi's figure appeared on a huge rock fragment like a sword peak, standing on the top of the 

mountain, looking at the majestic land that occupies almost half of the line of sight. 

"Bermuda, can you investigate the land on the opposite side?" Wang Yi looked at the ancient and 

desolate continent on the opposite side with solemn eyes. Through the close connection of the Void 



Zerg clone to the law of origin of space, he could faintly feel the surroundings of that continent. There 

are some special anomalies that are not obvious in the space. 

It was as if other undercurrents suddenly appeared in the otherwise calm current. 

"Master, for unknown reasons, the detection equipment cannot detect there." Bermuda's voice 

sounded in his mind. 

"really……" 

Wang Yi was not too surprised. 

Although the detection instrument he bought this time is high-end, it is not omnipotent, and may lose 

its effect in some special environments and secret realms. 

This is currently the case. 

Wang Yi showed a hint of excitement. "I don't know what I can get here?" 

Mission points rewards are not the most important thing. Even if you complete two missions, they add 

up to only 200,000 points, which is far inferior to the hidden opportunities behind these mission worlds. 

Just like Luo Feng in the original book, I got "Zichen Bailuoye" here, worth 2 million yuan, and the 

reward is ten times the points! 

"But... Luo Feng actually didn't complete the second task. Was it too difficult, or because he was anxious 

to get away after getting Zichen Bailuoye, so he gave up?" Wang Yi thought for a while, preferring the 

second possibility. sex. 

And like these tasks, sometimes it depends on luck. If you are not lucky, you can't complete the task, 

and you have to give up. 

Regrettably, the original work did not specify where the Zichen Bailuoye was obtained, and Wang Yi had 

no relevant clues, so he could only explore it by himself. 

"The ruined continent is very dangerous. In many places, even the immortal gods cannot break in. It 

should be related to the three ancient gods, or some special circumstances." Wang Yi thought. 

Immortal spirits are very powerful, but some special mysteries in the universe are that the venerables 

are easy to fall, and the immortal spirits are even more dead in a lifetime. 

And the means of the Venerable are far beyond the imagination of the immortal 

gods~www.mtlnovel.com~ If it is the means of the Venerable's level and powerful arrangement, it is 

normal that the ordinary immortal gods cannot crack it. 

The ruins of the continent are extremely vast. Because of the influence of ancient times, many places 

have left the aftermath of battles at that time, and many environments are very harsh. Most areas are 

only suitable for exploration by powerful people above the domain owner. In many places, it is very 

dangerous for the landlord to enter. 



But the unique environment also made many treasures born here. Many treasures are jealous even if 

the landlord is jealous. Therefore, even if the danger is unpredictable, the ruined continent still gathers 

many adventurers from all sides. This is also the birthplace of "star adventurers". 

"The ruins of the ancient temple, let me make a good break." Wang Yi smiled slightly, and his figure 

moved, turning into a stream of light to fly towards the distant giant land. 

 


